I PROPOSE in this paper to extend the equations I have already given for determining the planetary inequalities, as far as the terms depending on the squares and products of the eccentricities, to the terms depending on the cubes of the eccentricities and quantities of that order, which is done very easily by a Table similar to Table II . in my Lunar Theory; and particularly to the determination of the great inequality of Jupiter, or at least such part of it as depends on the first power of the disturbing force. That part which depends on the square of the disturbing force may I think be most easily calculated by the methods given in my Lunar Theory; but not without great care and attention can accurate numerical results be expected. I have how ever given the analytical form of the coefficients of the arguments in the development of R, upon which that inequality principally depends.
It is I think particularly convenient to designate the arguments of the planetary disturbances by indices. The system of indices adopted in this paper is given as appearing better adapted for the purpose than that used in my former paper on the Planetary Theory; but it is not advisable to make use of the same indices in this as in the Lunar Theory.
I have also given analytical expressions for the development of R to the terms multiplied by the squares and products of the eccentricities inclusive, and for the terms in r (^7 ) multiplied by the first power of the eccentricities, which are I believe the simplest that can be proposed.
The following are the arguments which occur in the Planetary Theory.
Column 1 contains the index.
------2 contains the index of the argument, which is symmetrical.
-----3 contains the index used Phil. t-x-2 z = 2 re t-5 re, 4-nr -f-2 nr, 282 214 225 4 t-x-2 z = 3 ret-6 re, £ 4-nr 4-2 nr, 283 , .
221 171 £ 4 -a '4 -2 z = 2 re £ 4 -ra , £ -nr -2nr, 284 . . The following examples will show the use of the preceding Table, in forming the equations of condition which serve to determine the coefficients of the in equalities of the reciprocal of the radius vector and of the longitude. Table, all the other coefficients may be found.
The great inequality of Jupiter consists of the arguments 155, 174, 213, 2/3, and 312, the variable part of which is 2 n -5 and arises, a from the introduction of the square of this quantity, which is small, by succes sive integrations in the denominators of the coefficients of the sines in the ex pression for the longitude, of which the above named are the arguments.
The following are the equations which have reference to these arguments, and which may be found at once by Table II 5 t t () 155 (3re -5w,) 4 (3n -8 .5 re,) J (2 -5 n,) s\n(2nt -5ntt + 3vj) [1]
[61]
T 6^ e*cos(t-2z) + ^^. e*cos(t-2x) + ^ A e ,2cos(i + 2z) + ^ ~ eey cos
[111] ee,cos (t + x -z) [91] [101] and changing b5 into b7, in the terms in R multiplied by the squares and pro ducts of the eccentricities, and multiplying the result by -and -^ e cos x + -e cos (t -x) + -0 fly a, a.
--e,cos (t -z) -2 e, cos z
and changing 63 into b3 in the terms in R multiplied by the squares and pro ducts of the eccentricities, and multiplying the result by -and the same quantity. which may be still further reduced. R m , i?2i3, ^73, and # 3^ in a similar manner.
The following Table shows the arguments which, by their combination with the arguments 1, 2, 3, 12, 13, 31, 32, 64, 65, 73, 74, 112, and 113 , by addition and subtraction produce the arguments 155, 174, 213, 273, and 312. r t + er/,3 cos (2n £ -3rc/ + ®r) + &c. JX = X, sin (n t -n / ) + X2sin (2 ra f -2 « / ) + a3sin(3 -3 + eX12sin (nt -2 re/ + nr) + e A,, sin (2 nt -3 nft + ot) + &c.
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